COLANDER SCULPTURE

Playing comes in many forms, as does art. Process art focuses on the act of creating and exploring materials rather than the what the outcome looks like. Young children will have the opportunity to problem solve, stretch their creativity and imagination, and build fine motor skills!

MATERIALS
● Colander
● Pipe cleaners

HOW TO PLAY
Put the pipe cleaners through the colander holes: one, two or even more! In the end, the colander full of pipe cleaners will look like a modern art sculpture!

Safety tip: Be careful with the pipe cleaners near eyes and even hands. The ends can be sharp!

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!
● Comment on what the child is doing. You can say something like, “How many pipe cleaners have you used? Let’s count them!”

● Use varied vocabulary to describe the pipe cleaners “They are: soft...fuzzy...long...twisted…”
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